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Thank you for choosing to be a part of the Sky Academy Summer Camp Program! As we
begin the 2021 season, we would like to welcome all our new summer families and would
also like to extend a great welcome back to each of our returning families. We look forward
to providing your family with an exciting summer filled with memorable moments.

By making the decision to send your child to camp, you are providing him/her with an
experience that will have a lasting impact. Camp is a place where your child will learn new
skills, make friends, grow in confidence, gain a sense of independence, enjoy the outdoors,
and just have FUN!

This Summer Camp Parent Handbook has been created as a reference guide for both
parents and children. It contains vital information and policies about our summer program.
Please take the time to read and review the entire handbook prior to the start of camp. If
you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact your child’s Camp Director.
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CAMP MISSION
As Sky Academy we are deeply engraved with ethically and morally raising the youth in our
communities to be better individuals, activists, and humans. With a spiritual motivation, academic
learning and social setting students within Sky Academy get to be a better version of who they want to be
in society. Students are entrusted with the highest respect and love.
Our summer and winter camps hold great value in the eyes of both students and parents. These
camps help us bond with students one on one, mentor them through being away from home, and discuss
with them the endless values of life. With compassion and friendship our youth get to experience
memories they will never forget in the future and look back at with a smile. They will be leaders, leading
others away from hate and loneliness to spirituality and love.
This camps mission is to do what all camps are prepared to do and that is raising our youth with
high moral, ethical and spiritual values that will stick with them through out their lives and enhance their
individual selves regarding bettering society through leadership, friendship, respect, love, and hope…

SESSIONS
·June 26 - July 4th High School Boys
o 125 students and 25 staff
·July 5 - July 13 High school Girls
o 120 students and 20 staff
·July 13 - July 19 Middle School Girls
o 120 students and 20 staff
·July 24 - July31 Middle School Boy
o 120 students and 20 staff

CAMP

LOCATION
Berkshire Lake Camp
822 Peru Road
Hinsdale, MA 01235
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GENERAL LAYOUT

CABIN LAYOUT
5 cabins in total.
Each cabin has two floors with separate
entrances.
Each floor houses 14 campers.
There will be 12 students with 2 mentors in
each floor.

ACTIVITIES
Swimming
Canoeing
kayaking
Basketball
Soccer
Volleyball
badminton
Camp fire
Movies
Board games
tug of war
dodgeball
Capture the
flag
Scavenger
Hunt
Art & Craft
rope jumping

And many
moreee...
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Camp

is

an

amazing

adventure!

Campers learn to live independently
while forming life-long memories and
the closest of bonds with new friends.
Obviously, some kids have a little

GOING AWAY
FROM HOME

anxiety in the days leading up to camp.
To help ease the transition and make
for a truly remarkable and magical
experience, we have a few pointers for
parents:
Overall concerns: If your camper exhibits
concern about going away, encourage the
open expression of feelings. You might
explain that these concerns are normal
and natural, and most campers feel
exactly the same way. Remind him or her
that Sky Academy’s warm and caring staff
are there to help in any situation, and
we’re going to check in with them all the
time to make sure that they’re happy and
everything is going well.
A set period of time away from home:
Your camper should understand that he
or she is coming for a pre-determined
length of time. A “let’s try it out” and “you
can leave whenever you want” approach
doesn’t work. Although it might provide
temporary comfort to children who are
anxious, it creates problems at camp by
preventing kids from fully immersing
themselves in camp life.
Consistency at home: Reassure your
camper that everything at home will be
the same as when they left – pets will be
cared for, possessions will be protected
from siblings, and his or her room will
stay the same. If for any reason this
cannot be promised, let our office know
about the circumstances. We can be more
helpful when we are informed.

Mental wellness: Please inform the camp directors if your child has been under any psychological/psychiatric
care at any time prior to camp, or if something might occur at home during the summer. This includes illness or
death in the family, poor school grades, divorce, moving to a new house or city, etc. Sky Academy is more than
adequately prepared to deal with most children and the common problems of growing up. Our knowledge of the
facts will help lead your camper to success.
A cheerful goodbye: When seeing your camper onto the bus or dropping them off at camp, make the parting
brief, pleasant, and cheerful. Prolonged good-byes and abundant tears will be emotionally upsetting to your
camper (and you!).

CAMP POLICIES

Our goal is to provide campers with unforgettable summers that are full of amazing memories and warm
friendships. We have a few key rules at camp, which all campers must know to have the best possible summer.
Please review these with your camper(s).
Food: Please do not bring or send candy, gum, or other foods to camp. Some members of our community have
severe food allergies, so this rule is strictly enforced.
Electronic devices: Driving into camp, you will notice a sign that reflects our aspiration for campers: “At Sky
Academy, we unplug so we can really connect.” To this end, we are a screen free camp and devices with
screens are strictly prohibited except for cellphone. Prohibited classes includes tablets, kindles, iPods, cameras,
handheld game systems, and all other devices with screens.
Any camper using a cell phone in class or praying time will have the device confiscated and returned after
camp. If there is a second violation, the camper will be suspended for a day. Parents will be required to pick
up and return the camper at parents’ expense. Middle School students will only access the phone during
lunch hours.

Photography: We have a photographer who takes countless pictures throughout the camp experience to
capture all the memories. For privacy reasons and to avoid any photography in the bunks we do not allow
campers to bring cameras to camp.
Bullying: We strive to protect every member of the Sky Academy community from bullying. In addition to
creating a culture of kindness, Sky Academy has a three-strike policy for bullying behavior. For the first
incident, the offending camper will participate in a meeting with camp leadership staff. If there is a second
incident, the camper’s parents will be notified. If there is a third incident, the camper will be sent home.
Valuables: Please do not let your child bring any valuables to camp. If you would be upset if a particular item is
lost or broken, the item should stay at home.
Dress code: Our dress code helps maintain a safe and comfortable environment. We reserve the right to ask
anyone to change if deemed necessary by the camp staff.
Footwear: During the day, campers are required to wear socks and closed-toed sneakers. This prevents injury
and enables campers to move freely around camp. Campers may wear sandals at the pool and lake.
Tops and Bottoms: Clothing should not contain inappropriate slogans or images. We do not permit revealing
clothing for boys or girls.
Sunblock: Sunblock is part of our dress code – you aren’t fully dressed without it!
Bathing suits: Two-piece swimsuits are permitted during general swim.
Camp property: Anyone who intentionally damages or defaces camp property is liable for such damage, and
families will be charged accordingly. This includes writing names on cabins or beds.
Privacy: To protect each camper’s privacy, campers are only permitted
in their own bunks. Campers may not bring cameras or take
photographs in bunks, bathrooms, or other private areas.
Prohibited behaviors: Campers are suspended from camp if they bring
any of the following items: vape pens, drugs, tobacco, alcohol,
firecrackers, weapons, or other dangerous instruments. Campers may
also be sent home if they are out of their cabin at night, have
preexisting

behavioral

or

medical

conditions

that

were

not

communicated to camp, or engage in criminal or sexual behavior.
Inappropriate language is not tolerated. Within the camp’s discretion, a
camper who is suspended may be allowed back in a subsequent session.
Make sure all your forms and payments are completed the week prior to
attending camp. This will save time at check-in. Include camper’s name
and the week you are paying for on all checks.
At our Camp we will apply the 3 warning policy, which students will be sent back after 3 warnings from the
camps principal.
Exp: camper who disturb other campers bunkers will receive a warning
Camp office hours and phone: Our mentor answer phones and respond to inquiries from 9:00 am to 7:00 pm
(Please leave a voice or regular message in during busy class time). Outside of these hours, we check messages
and elevate emergencies and special situations to senior staff members as necessary.
Visiting: Due to COVID, we are not able to have a parent visiting day this year.
Photos: Throughout the summer, we have a camp photographer who takes pictures of campers and loads
them into Sky Academy’s Website(skyacademynj.org) so you can see what your kids are up to! We will
occasionally use these pictures on our website and materials. Likewise, we will be filming footage for our Camp
movie this summer, starring your campers!

KEY HEALTH
AND SAFETY
POLICIES
Special dietary needs: We are nut-free, sesame free, and offer vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free, egg- free and
dairy-free options at every meal. If your child has any other special dietary needs, please let the camp office
know now so we can work out a plan.
Contagious disease: Please advise camp of any contact your child has had with any contagious disease after
June 10th. If your child has a cough, cold, rash, fever, lice, conjunctivitis/pink eye, or any throat problem in the
days before camp begins, please contact us so we can plan for when they can join us in good health!
COVID-specific instructions will be provided separately.
Sick campers: If your camper is feeling under the weather at camp, he or she will receive comforting and
professional care. Our Health Center is staffed 24 hours a day by medical professionals. They are supported by
a team of local doctors, if specialists are needed. Camp is a few minutes from a complete network of health
care providers and roughly 25 minutes from a major hospital.
Health Center: Sky Academy’s Health Center is a warm, welcoming environment that’s centrally located. Our
medical staff live in the Health Center and are right there when campers call.
When do we call home? We are on the side of contacting parents. We will always call to inform parents if: a
camper has been in the Health Center overnight; a camper has been placed on prescription medication; or a
camper has been taken out of camp for medical care. Parents will not be notified if a child spends less than 24
hours in the Health Center or receives a routine diagnosis and treatment, which could include a cut, bug bite,
sore throat, or headache.
Camper health and safety orientation: All campers will receive a health and safety orientation at the start of
camp.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
4:30AM – 5:30AM / Fajr Prayer (Large Tent)
8:30AM – 9:30AM / Breakfast (cafeteria)
9:30AM – 9:45AM / Prep Time (Cabins)
9:45AM – 10:30AM / Spiritual Learning (Classrooms)
10:30AM – 10:45AM / Break (cabins)
10:45AM – 11:30AM / Spiritual Learning (Classrooms)
11:30AM – 11:45AM / Break (Cabins)
11:45AM – 12:30PM / Group Reading (classrooms)
12:30PM – 12:45PM / Break (cabins)
12:45PM – 1:15PM / Reading (Classrooms)
1:15PM – 2:00PM / Lunch (cafeteria)
2:00PM – 2:45PM / Duhr Prayer (Large Tent)
2:45PM – 5:00PM / Activity Time (Outdoors / Cabins)
5:00PM – 5:15PM / Prep Time (Cabins)
5:15PM – 5:45PM / Asr Prayer (Large Tent)
5:45PM – 6:30PM / Character Education (Classrooms)
6:30PM – 7:00PM / Spiritual Growth (Classrooms)
7:00PM – 7:30PM / Media Time (Classrooms/tent)
7:30PM – 8:30PM / Dinner (cafeteria)
8:30PM – 9:15PM / Maghrib Prayer (Large Tent)
9:15PM – 10:45PM / Mentor-student Time (cabins, classrooms, outdoors)
10:45PM – 11:15PM / Isha Prayer (Large Tent)
11:30PM / Bedtime (Cabins)

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
4:30AM – 5:30AM / Fajr Prayer (Large Tent)
8:30AM – 9:30AM / Breakfast (cafeteria)
9:30AM – 10:30AM / Reading (classrooms)
10:30AM – 11:00AM / Break + Duha (cabins, Large Tent)
11:00AM – 12:00PM / Spiritual Learning (Classrooms)
12:00PM – 12:15PM / Break (Cabins)
12:15PM – 1:00PM / Reading (classrooms)
1:00PM – 1:45PM / Lunch (cafeteria)
1:45PM – 2:15PM / Duhr Prayer (Large Tent)
2:15PM – 4:45PM / Activity Time (Outdoors / Cabins)
4:45PM – 5:00PM / Prep Time (Cabins)
5:00PM – 5:30PM / Asr Prayer (Large Tent)
5:30PM – 6:00PM / Media Time (Classrooms/tent)
6:00PM – 6:30PM / Solutions to Problems Group Work (classrooms)
6:30PM – 7:30PM / Dinner (cafeteria)
7:30PM – 8:30PM / Discussions (Classrooms)
8:30PM – 9:15PM / Maghrib Prayer (Large Tent)
9:15PM – 10:45PM / Mentor-student Time (cabins, classrooms, outdoors)
10:45PM – 11:15PM / Isha Prayer (Large Tent)
11:30PM / Bedtime (Cabins)

HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
4:30AM – 5:30AM / Fajr Prayer (Large Tent)
8:30AM – 9:30AM / Breakfast (cafeteria)
9:30AM – 10:15AM / Reading (Classrooms)
10:15AM – 10:35AM / Break + Duha (cabins, Large tent)
10:35AM – 11:20AM / Spiritual Learning (Classrooms)
11:20AM – 11:35AM / Break (Cabins)
11:30AM – 12:05PM / Spiritual Learning (Classrooms)
12:05PM – 12:15PM / Break (cabins)
12:15PM – 1:00PM / Group Reading (Classrooms)
1:00PM – 1:45PM / Lunch (cafeteria)
1:45PM – 2:15PM / Duhr Prayer (Large Tent)
2:15PM – 4:45PM / Activity Time (Outdoors / Cabins)
4:45PM – 5:15PM / Prep Time (Cabins)
5:15PM – 5:45PM / Asr Prayer (Large Tent)
5:45PM – 6:45PM / Discussions (Classrooms)
6:45PM – 7:30PM / Dinner (cafeteria)
7:30PM – 8:00PM / Solutions to Problems Group Work (classrooms)
8:00PM – 8:30PM / Media Time (Classrooms/tent)
8:30PM – 9:15PM / Maghrib Prayer (Large Tent)
9:15PM – 10:45PM / Mentor-student Time (cabins, classrooms, outdoors)
10:45PM – 11:15PM / Isha Prayer (Large Tent)
11:30PM / Bedtime (Cabins)

PACKING
LIST
Here is a list of everything you should bring to camp! If an item requires special laundering or you will be upset if it
gets lost or dirty, please leave it at home. The weather can get a little chilly at night, so be sure to pack warm
clothing. As a gift from Sky Academy we will be providing 1 FREE T- Shirt to each of our Campers.
This list is intended as a guide, not a checklist. Not everything is relevant to every camper. We welcome you to use
your judgment based on your knowledge of your child.
Please do not forget that this camp is a spiritual camp therefore please bring appropriate clothing according to
Islamic dress code.
Luggage: On opening day, once emptied, all camper luggage is removed from the cabins and safely placed in
storage. No suitcases, duffle bags, or plastic drawers (except those plastic drawers that fit under the bed)
remain in the cabins as extra storage for campers. Please label each piece of luggage (including sleeping bags
and hand luggage) with two sturdy name tags.
Please label everything with your camper’s name! You can just use a regular permanent marker. If you want to
get advanced, you can find some popular labeling options here
(http://www.everythingsummercamp.com/iron-on-labels)

Linens

Clothing

(Account Number days)

1 Bath towels (to use for showering)

Underwear

1 Beach towels (to bring to the pool and lake)

Socks

1 Face towels (for hand and face washing)

Reusable face masks, which are at least 2-ply (have at

1 Fitted sheets (twin size)

least 2 layers of cloth rather than one).

1 Flat sheets (can also be used as light blankets)

T-shirts, or short sleeve shirts

2 pillow cases (bring an extra if you want your

Long sleeve shirts (for cool evenings)

bunkmates to sign it!)

Sweatshirts (for very cool evenings)

1 pillow

Light jacket (for even cooler evenings)

1 blanket (light to medium weight)

Long Shorts (basketball, soccer, volleyball, etc.)

1 sleeping bag (optional)

Long pants or jeans (for cool evenings)
Pajamas (or sleeping shirts, etc.)

Clothing

(continued)

Sneakers for everyday wear and sports (we especially

Toiletries
Comb and brush

like waterproof sneakers at camp, but any sneakers are

Clips, barrettes, hair bands

fine)

Toothbrush and toothpaste

Boots (Rainy days)

Soap and soap dish or body wash for shower

1 pair of water shoes (optional, if you want them for the

Shampoo

lake)

Conditioner, gel, etc.

1 pair of sandals/flip-flops(for waterfront or the shower)

Deodorant
Nail clipper

Camp Material
Quran
Prayer clothing (Takke, cubbe, hicab, Long Skirt, etc ...)
Books From the Booklist at the Awards Section

Totally optional
Musical instrument (to play at night around camp
fire)
Sports equipment (we have it all, but if you want your
own baseball glove, yoga matt, tennis racket, Frisbee,
Nerf ball, cleats, basketball, soft “safety” baseball to
play catch around the cabins, etc.)
Cleats (for soccer, baseball/softball, etc.)

Sun block (these get used up fast)
Insect repellant
Tissues
10 small hand sanitizers that can travel with campers
(We will have sanitizer available in various locations
around camp, but it will also be helpful for campers to
bring their own.)

AVOID BRINGING
Any device with a screen including iPods, cell phones,
laptops, tablets, portable DVD players, phones,
cameras, and similar devices unless other wise
stated.
Disposable cameras
Inappropriate clothing
Expensive clothing requiring special washing
Shoes or sandals with heels higher than two inches
Heelys or any other shoe with a wheel
Valuable jewelry
Anything that would upset you or your camper if lost
or broken

ENILDIUG 91-DIVOC
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STAFF

All our Sky Academy staff; chef, nurse, assistants, mentors, directors, are vaccinated prior to the
camp.
The staff will all be trained according to the state of MA regulations and Covid-19 guideline prior to
attending the camp for the safety of the children and themselves.
The staff will all have the responsibility of creating a safe environment and healthy camp for the kids.

MEDICAL STAFF

The staff will be tested for Covid-19 72 hours prior to camp.

The Nurse will be on campgrounds 24/7 and have his or her own living space and office for the
students.
The Nurse will closely examine and test sick students for Covid-19.
The Nurse will have all needed health equipment and medicine.
Medical staff under the monitor of our doctor Mustafa will handle all medical incidents and situations.

HEALTH
CENTER
Sky Academy’s Health Center is a
warm, welcoming environment that
is centrally located.
Our medical staff live in the Health
Center and are right there when
campers call.
Berkshire Lake Medical Center is
only 25 minutes away and
transportation will be on the
premise.
Campers may stay overnight at the
health center located within our
campgrounds.

NALP YCNEGREME
COVID-19 PLAN
SERIOUS INJURIES
SWIMMING RULES
SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
FIRST AID SUPPLY AND LOCATION

COVID-19 PLAN

If a student or staff has symptoms during the camp that resemble those of Covid-19 they will be
quarantined in a single room with their own bathroom and be provided food until they are tested, and
the results come in.
The parents will be notified immediately after the student is quarantined.
If the quarantined student is positive with Covid-19 the parents will be notified and asked to pick the
student up and the student will be sent home.
If multiple students are infected than a classroom or large area will be closed off for the students to
quarantine until their departure home.
We will have multiple vehicles ready for immediate departure.

SERIOUS INGURIES

The areas the student used will be disinfected and cleaned with the necessary tools

Primary Staff Members:

Contact Camp Nurses via walkie-talkie or intercom (or, send a runner to the Health Center).
Identify location/Who is hurt/Kind of injury.
Camp Nurses will call 9-1-1.
Coordinate with Program Director or Head Counselor to begin collecting incident details.

SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT
In the event a staff member suspects or is told of an alleged case of child abuse (physical, emotional or
sexual):
Immediately report it to a Camp Director, Mehmet Donmez.
DO NOT investigate allegations on your own.
Be sensitive to the confidentiality of the situation and do not speak of the subject with anyone else.
Incidents regarding abuse or neglect will be closely monitored by all staff and volunteers to ensure the
safety and protection of the campers.
All Staff shall immediately report any suspected child abuse or neglect no matter the condition.
Volunteers shall report to the staff ASAP. Staff should report to the Camp Director - Mehmet Donmez
- and a report shall be prepared and provided to, if needed, the Massachusetts Department of Children
and Families.
Our Camp Director Mehmet Donmez will notify in writing all reports to the Board of Health.
All reporting, files, and planning shall be according to the regulations. (M.G.L. c. 119, § 51A)
Strict policies and rules regarding abuse, neglect and bullying can be found in the Student Policies in
the Guideline.
Consequences regarding staff or students will be stated and shown to them. (more info under staff
and campers).
Sky Academy will work professionally and voluntarily with the state departments and workers
regarding any reporting, investigation or review.
Sky Academy ensures that an allegedly abusive or neglectful staff person does not work directly with

FIRST AID SUPPLY'S
LOCATION (*AED)

campers until the Massachusetts Department of Social Services investigation is completed.

Health Center*
Waterfront
(includes backboard)
Dining Hall

NOITATROPSNART

Students will arrive with buses for
transportation to the campground.
(Some states will arrive with Mini-van
or 15 passengers)
Some staff will be arriving with
students in vans.
Arrival will be latest at 3pm on the
26th of June.
Directors will be on the campgrounds
a day prior to the students arriving.
Arrival will not be all at once so traffic
will not be a problem.
If there is a problem Brent and our
directors will issue the traffic plan and
work, it out according to the MA
regulations.
There will be multiple departure
locations from different states in the
New England region of the US.
If there are any parents who decide to
bring their kids the parents will only
be able to drop off the kids and leave.
Since there are 4 different camp
sessions the maximum number of
students coming in at once will only be
around 115 students.

SECIVRES DOOF

Berkshire Lake Campground has an
amazing cafeteria that can hold about
115 students with also an outside
seating area.
Our Chef Mustafa Ekinci is a licensed
food server and chef who will be
cooking 3 meals a day for our
campers.
The Kitchen will only be allowed to the
chef and his assistants as well as
other staff.
The food will be prepared with
sanitary satisfaction and be kept
according to all cooking and kitchen
regulations of the state.
The Menu has been formed by out
directors and the chef preparing a
great balanced nutrition for the
campers.
Staff and directors will be present at
every mealtime and some key staff
and directors already have a CPR and
Choking certificate for emergencies.
Our Menu will also include Gluten free
options for those with allergies who
registered and also for our girl’s camp
we will have vegan options.

Milk
Cereal- Coco pubs
Cereal- Corn Pubs
Cereal- Cinnemon toast
Zeytin
B.Peynir,Kasar,Cream Chesse
Butter Cups
Honey Cups
Strawbery Cups
Domates-salatalik
French Fries
Sucuklu Yumurta
Menemen
Kiymali Yumurta
Gozleme
Haslanmis Yumurta
Cheese Toast
waffle,pancake

Sliced Salad
Tomato-Green Salad
Yogurt
Shepherd Salad
Green Salad
Mix Salad
Kofte
Tantuni
Hamburger
Pide
Hot-Dog
Pizza
Chicken Nugget
French Fries
Meyve
Drinks

Tomato Soup
Lentil Soup
Ezogelin Soup
Yayla Soup
Chicken Soup
Et sote
Grilled Chicken
Meat Ball
vegetable chicken
-(tavuk sote)
Pasta - Makarna
French Fries
Bulgur Rice
Rice

Mashed Patato
Yogurt
Mix Salad
Green Salad
Sekerpare
Kemalpasa
Rice Puding
muhallebi
Cocoa puding
baklava
Irmik
Drinks

DINNER

SDRAWA PMAC

HIGH SCHOOL
BOOKS
SECDEDE BIR OMUR
EFENDIMIZ - RESIT HAYLAMAZ
DUSUN ANLA VE AGLA
ASRIN GETIRDIGI TEREDUTLER -1
TABIAT RISALESI (SADELESTIRILMIS TR ORN ENG)
19.MEKTUP (SADELESTIRILMIS TR ORN ENG)
HASIR RISALESI (SADELESTIRILMIS / TR ORN ENG )
ESSENTIAL OF ISLAMIC FAITH
FETHULLAH GULEN : A LIFE OF HIZMET - JOHN PAUL
PRAYER AND HEALING IN ISLAM - SALIH YUCEL
MESSENGER OF GOD: MUHAMMED
THE ROAD TO MECCA - MUHAMMED ASAD

MIDDLE SCHOOL
BOOKS
SAADET ASRINDA RESULULLAH SEVGISI
SAADET ASRINDA DOGRULUK VE SADAKAT
SAADET ASRINDA ILIM VE IBADET
GUL DEVRI HZ FATMA
BEDIUZZAMANIN HAYATI (EMRE EREN)
MY GUIDE TO UNDERSTAND TO ISLAM 1
MY GUIDE TO UNDERSTAND TO ISLAM 2
MY GUIDE TO UNDERSTAND TO ISLAM 3
THE LUMINOUS LIFE OF OUR PROPHET
THE QURAN IN 99 QUESTIONS

WE CANNOT
WAIT FOR OUR
ADVENTURE TO
BEGIN

